Guest Accounts at ETH (nethz)

There are 3 different guest categories

1. Day guest
   This refers to persons on a short term visit at ETH. During their stay they have practically no need to access ETH online applications and services but do need the possibility of self-authentication for Internet access via wireless connection.

2. Long term guest
   This refers to persons visiting ETH for approximately one month and requiring access to ETH online applications and services during their stay. Guest period can be extended if necessary.

3. PDB-guest (people database guest)
   Generally, visitors on a lengthier stay at ETH are assigned a workplace by HR. Thereby visitors benefit from all user services available to ETH employees.

Mandatory fields on application form

Personal data
- name
- surname
- date of birth
- gender
- language
- nationality

Guest-period data
- valid from
- valid until
- host/organizational unit
- host/person
- guest category
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